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I. MISSION CONCEPT REVIEW

As part of the Student Programs for Aerospace Collabora-
tion in the Emirates (SPACE) initiative, a team of students at
New York University Abu Dhabi is developing a sounding
rocket for entry in the SpacePort America Rocketry Com-
petition held in Las Cruces, New Mexico U.S.A. in June
2020. This rocket will carry a 8.8-lb payload to an altitude
of 10,000 ft for scientific research purposes. The aim of the
project described in this report is to design a monitoring
system to evaluate whether the components of the rocket’s
core system are working nominally. In addition to the rocket
frame and propulsion system, the components of the core
system are defined as follows: GPS, altimeter, electrical power
system, electric matches, and parachutes. The objective is to
obtain a comprehensive report of flight health that verifies the
reliability of sensor data and reports equipment failure of on-
board components.

In order to develop a high-level understanding of the mis-
sion concept, the following diagram illustrates key processes
and events in a sounding rocket flight.

Fig. 1. Sounding Rocket Launch Overview

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

The following chart details the functional and performance
requirements for the system.

Fig. 2. System Requirements

Requirements to be met by the system and its components:
1) The rocket flies to an altitude of 10000 feet, and

according to US Standard Atmosphere Heights and
Temperature the temperature at -4.8°C. To be safe we
will require the system to withstand temperature of -
10°C.(1)

2) The sampling rate of the system should be at least 5
kHz in order to get to satisfy the Nyquist criterion for a
signal of 10 Samples

meter at maximum speed of ∼ 250 m
s .

3) The system must have a resolution of over 14 bits
to capture LSB = 1 ft on a range of 0 - 12000 ft
(log2(12000/1) = 13.6).

4) The system must handle atmospheric pressure ranging
from 1 atm to 0.69 atm.

5) The system must be able to handle acceleration of 20g.
In addition to these requirements, the system should also

use modular and interchangeable components. It should be
easily accessible for troubleshooting and maintenance. The
components should also be safe, cost-effective, and portable, to
allow them to be transported to the launch site. When possible,
the system should incorporate redundancy to minimize failure
risk.



III. MISSION DEFINITION REVIEW

In order to obtain a report of overall flight health, each
component in the test system must accomplish certain tasks.
Components of the test system should validate whether corre-
sponding components of the core system are working correctly.
In the case of on-board sensors, this would involve determining
whether the sensor output falls within expected ranges. This
could also involve determining whether key events from the
flight are executed. The test system should output an error
message if the component does not meet the desired validation
criteria. The results of the validation should then be transmitted
to the on-board flight computer and logged, so that they can
be accessed upon retrieval of the rocket. This system behavior
is summarized in the following activity diagram:

Fig. 3. System Behavior Activity Diagram

After examining the system requirements and the mission
concept, we have concluded that it is feasible to develop a test
system as described previously. The test system should validate
the following aspects of the sounding rocket flight: whether
communications is functional, whether temperature and hu-
midity are within desired ranges, whether the parachute has
deployed and unfolded, whether the electric match to ignite the
propulsion system has fired successfully, whether the power
is on, and whether the flight computer is operating correctly.
This is achievable using commonly used sensors such as an
altimeter, accelerometer, temperature sensor, humidity sensor,
etc. These sensors are consistent with available resources and
can be chosen to fulfil the mission requirements.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW

A. System Structure

Fig. 4 illustrates the system structure and the interactions
between components of the core and test system. Note that the
test system results are transmitted to the flight computer for
data logging. The accelerometer will be used to assess whether
or not the parachute has deployed and slowed the rocket’s
descent. For the communications, electric match firing, stage

separation, and power on, the test sensor will operate as a
binary switch, triggering an error output if the components do
not operate correctly.

Fig. 4. System Structure Diagram

B. Preliminary List of Components

We have identified the following possible components that
meet the functional and performance requirements for these
systems:

1) Core System
a) Telemega Flight Computer

2) Test System
a) Tele GPS
b) MS860702BA01-50 Humidity Sensor
c) Ardel Altimeter

Fig. 5. Flight Computer

Telemega was selected to be one of the options for the
flight computer as it is a computer designed specifically for
amateur rocketry. It has a sampling rate of 100/s during ascent,
and 10/s during decent. It measures temperature, pressure,
acceleration, altitude, and GPS coordinates, and it relays them



back to the ground station. It has a six channels for pyro
events, of which two are reserved for dual deployment of
parachutes, and the rest are available for various other events
like staging, payload deployment, and cluster ignition. Further,
this computer operates up to altitude of 100,000 ft, handles
acceleration up to 105 Gs,and meets the operating temperature
requirement.

For the test system, several possible sensors were selected,
and a few of them have been listed above. Tele GPS is one of
the option for the GPS system, as it provides real-time location
of the rocket to the ground station. It comes with a compass
that helps you locate your rocket once it has safely landed.
There are two more sensors in the test system : Ardel Altimeter
and Humidity sensor. These sensors feed altitude, temperature,
humidity, and acceleration data to the flight computer. The
flight computer then compares the two sets of data to make
sure the system is functioning properly. All of these sensors
meet the requirements mentioned in the System Requirements
Review.

V. PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW

Prior to conducting simulations of the test system, synthetic
input data was generated using OpenRocket software. This
simulation platform was used to generate mass and thrust time-
series data of a preliminary design rocket during flight. The
rocket goes up to a maximum altitude of of 10044 ft and uses a
N class motor. Further the temperature, and pressure data was
obtained from U.S. government standard reports. This data
was then fed into OpenModelica and the systems were tested
based on that. Fig. 6 shows the preliminary rocket design used
to generate this data, and Fig 7. shows an example of a thrust
curve generated in Open Rocket.

Fig. 6. Sample OpenRocket Design to Generate Thrust and Mass Data

VI. CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW

The system structure was then exported to OpenModelica
for parametric simulations of the required behaviour. An exam-
ple simulation for the temperature sensor test subsystem can
be seen in Fig. 8 with the corresponding subsystem structure
shown in Fig. 9. The behaviour of the system is as expected
with switching to 0 when the discrepancy between y and y’
grows beyond 1◦.

Fig. 7. Sample OpenRocket Simulation

Fig. 8. Temperature sensor nominal test block simulation results. The output
function ”g” (g = (y − y′)2 < α), indicating whether the sensor data
(blue) is within the allowable error margin (1◦C)within the nominal modeled
sensor response (green). The nominal response data was obtained to be
t = 0.00198h+ 15, where altitude h is expressed in feet [1].

Fig. 9. Temperature sensor nominal test block structure.

VII. APPENDIX:
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Component Input (u) y/u Output (y) Nominal Output (y’)
Flight Computer Online Sensor flight computer power lead comparator binary value 1

Altimeter barometric pressure pressure - altitude equation altitude nominal pressure
GPS Transceiver satelite data GPS calc GPS coordinates nominal GPS

Parachute Deployed Sensor acceleration detect deceleration peak y in [0, 2] step(a0)+step(a0+t1)
Parachute Unfolded Sensor speed u <6m/s y in [0, 2] step(a0+t0)+step(a0+t1+t2)
Electric Match Fired Sensor resistance of e-match u <inf y in [0, 2] step(a0)+step(a0+t1)

Stage Separation State Sensor IR (or hall effect?) u <1024 y in [0, 2] step(a0)+step(a0+t1)
Temperature Sensor heat thermistor equations temperature nominal temperature

Humidity Sensor humidity humidity equations humidity nominal humidity
Accelerometer motion gyroscope and accel acceleration thrust curve divided by mass curve

Comms Functional Sensor antenna lead moving average(u) >0 binary value 1
TABLE I

TABLE OUTLINING INPUTS, OUTPUTS, TRANSFER FUNCTIONS, AND
NOMINAL OUTPUTS FOR THE TESTED SUBCOMPONENTS OF THE CORE

SYSTEM.

Component Test Function Ouput (g) Parameters Notes:
Flight Computer Online Sensor y == y’

Altimeter (y − y′)2 < α nominal pressure, α nominal pressure - redundant sensor, or modeled curve, α - max error
GPS Transceiver (y − y′)2 < ε nominal GPS, ε nominal GPS - redundant sensor, or modeled curve, ε - max error

Parachute Deployed Sensor y == y’ a0, t1 a0 - time of apogee, t1 - drogue to main chute time
Parachute Unfolded Sensor y == y’ a0, t0, t1, t2 t0 - nominal time to unfold drogue, t2 - same for main chute
Electric Match Fired Sensor y == y’ a0, t1

Stage Separation State Sensor y == y’ a0, t1
Temperature Sensor (y − y′)2 < γ nominal temperature, γ nominal temp - redundant sensor or modeled curve, γ - max error

Humidity Sensor (y − y′)2 < δ nominal humidity, δ nominal humidity - redundant sensor or modeled curve, δ - max error
Accelerometer (y − y′)2 < β thrust curve, mass curve, β β - max error

Comms Functional Sensor y == y’
Table outlining test functions of observed outputs vs nominal outputs for the
tested subcomponents of the core system.


